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**Matrix Benefits:** We offer our customers support and regularly-updated user manuals, instructions, and tips, which is included with your purchase from Matrix. Consults are available for a fee for products purchased elsewhere.

**Pricing:** We do our best to match our competitors’ prices. Prices are subject to change, see online or call for most recent price.

---
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At Matrix we pride ourselves in giving customers all the tools necessary to perform at-home therapy. Our goal is to provide you with the tools and knowledge to go out in the barn and help your horse (or other animal) feel its best. Whether you are healing an injury, locating problems, or maintaining good health, we want you to feel confident using your therapy products.

Each of our products comes with exclusive Matrix User Instructions, which cover treatment instructions and tips for the specific product. The book *MicroCurrent for Horses (2nd Edition)* is available for greater understanding and covers overall knowledge on all of the therapies. Between these two resources there are many products that truly are do-it-yourself therapy tools.

**Optional Training**
For some people, reading manuals is not the easiest way to master a new skill. For this reason, we continue to provide training, and have found that telephone and Skype trainings are effective for people who can’t make it to a class.

Classes can be customized to match your skill level and include hands-on demonstrations. Also, once you have taken a course then Matrix is available for ongoing support.

**Training Included**
For most of the products offered by Matrix, training is simply an option for those who desire more information. However, Matrix recognizes that with some products training is necessary. If Matrix includes training for a device it is purely to ensure safety and optimum results.

For example, the Best-Vet III for equines has training included because of its uniqueness. This is to guarantee customers have complete success with their treatments.

**Certification**
Due to the necessity of Best-Vet III training courses, Matrix set up the Certified Best-Vet Instructors program. Visit the website to find a certified instructor near you. *Call, email, or visit Matrix online for more information.*

Matrix offers special instructions, training, & certification.

Therapy can be fun and easy! Learn about the Endless Shapes & Styles of Electrodes on page 16.
2nd Edition

MicroCurrent for Horses
and other vital therapies you should know
by Deborah Powell

This 8.5x11-inch, 280-page book is a complete and fully-illustrated manual that covers all of the therapies offered by Matrix. The 2nd Edition includes new tips, updated protocols, new images, and new products.

Descriptions, pictures, and charts cover pad placements, massage, acupuncture, and more. Case studies share others’ experiences, and for quick reference there are five chapters covering over 50 conditions.

B-084 $ 69.95

NEW

A Guide to Integrative Wellness for Canine Recovery and Rehabilitation

MicroCurrent for Dogs
and other vital therapies
by Deborah Powell

This 318-page book explores alternatives to standard pet care practices, covering easy-to-use tools for microcurrent and other therapies. The goal of MicroCurrent for Dogs is to provide both owners and practitioners with a resource for incorporating therapy tools into the health care of dogs.

• For practitioners & owners
• For those new to & familiar with treating dogs with therapies
• Includes microcurrent, infrasound, light, tuning forks, and more

B-075 $ 69.95
Can I use my TENS unit to treat my horse?

If current goes through the skin, it is by definition a TENS unit. Most units are in the milliamperes range, which is 1,000 times higher than microamperes. All electrical stimulation devices have similarities, but treating with a milliamperes TENS unit does not substitute for microcurrent. Milliamperes primarily block pain, whereas microamperes promote healing. Also, most horses will not tolerate milliamperes.

Why doesn't my vet use iontophoresis?

There are a variety of possible reasons, but often veterinarians have not been exposed to much electrotherapy and there are few clinical studies on the topic. However, most vets are surprised by iontophoresis’ results in decreased lameness, improved comfort, and recovery to performance. Learn more p. 30.

Do Matrix products eliminate the need for chiropractic treatments?

Regular therapy can decrease the need for chiropractic adjustments. Alternatives to bodywork are microcurrent (using gloves), infrasound massage, and infrared blankets. These help the muscles become supple and the spine to realign naturally. Also, treatments before chiropractic help the adjustment hold.

What are the primary benefits of the infrasound massagers?

Infrasound therapy is ideal for providing fast pain relief, soothing arthritic joints, reducing swelling and inflammation, softening tight muscles, and breaking down scar tissue. For some conditions, infrasound can get results even faster than microcurrent. Also, if you give your horse massages, using a Qi Gong makes it much easier on your body.

Why would I need a light or laser device? When would I use it?

Light therapy, both LEDs and lasers, requires no prep and can be used in contact or held several inches away, making it easy to treat sensitive horses. Light therapy is great for general pain relief, closing fresh wounds, and relieving skin issues, as well as for reducing scar tissue.

If I have other therapy devices, why do I still need microcurrent?

I consider microcurrent to be a foundation therapy, because the benefits and applications are beyond compare. Other therapies have their own specialties, but microcurrent is able to do it all. There is nothing better for a whole body treatment and it can easily adjust to treat many types of conditions in various methods.
Supplies to have on hand:
Conductive Gel (i.e. Matrix Gel with Arnica or UpGel), Tac Gel (optional: makes used pads sticky again), cotton padding, light colored Vet Wrap (so red light is visible), scissors, water (in spray bottle or sponge), and masking tape.

Matrix MCT Patch
Self-Powered Microcurrent (µA) Electrodes
These self-powered microcurrent patches are ideal for unattended treatments on legs and hooves, as well as for treating dogs on their joints and paws.

- Two electrode pads are connected by a 4 1/2-inch wire.
- Automatically turns on when applied - red light verifies. Turns off when removed.
- Good for an average of 250 hours, up to 500 hours (battery is exhausted quicker when the patch is working hard treating an injury).
- Optimize treatments: First use a microcurrent device, then apply a MCT Patch.

Easy-to-use, reusable patches for 24/7 Pain Relief and Healing.

Matrix MCT Patch Tear Drop Style

E-MCTtd $32.00 ea.
E-MCT/td4 $119.00 (pack of four)

No Warranty. Only provide factory replacement if item is DOA.

Supplies to have on hand:
Conductive Gel (i.e. Matrix Gel with Arnica or UpGel), Tac Gel (optional: makes used pads sticky again), cotton padding, light colored Vet Wrap (so red light is visible), scissors, water (in spray bottle or sponge), and masking tape.
Best-Vet Microcurrent Unit

BEST devices outshine all other microcurrent units on the market, likening them to the distinction between smart phones and regular cell phones. The BEST devices provide a unique combination of features – handheld and highly portable, a variety of treatment methods, and an interactive biofeedback feature.

Most users share that the Best-Vet III is the best investment they ever made. They love the diagnostics, how much horses love the treatments, and most importantly - the effectiveness.

The BEST devices recognize deficient tissue and correct it. Unlike other types of units that require the user to adjust settings, the BEST devices automatically adjust treatment based on the issues found.

This breakthrough in the tissue is more easily felt, but means results are three times faster than traditional microcurrent applications. The biofeedback alerts enable anyone to locate problems, treat them, and know if the issue has been resolved.

People vs. Pets

Traditional microcurrent units are barely felt, allowing easy crossover between treating people and animals. However, the biofeedback and tissue resistance features of the BEST devices create stronger sensations than most other microcurrent units.

Using the Best-Vet and E-Comb to locate and treat leg soreness.
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PEMF Ring

This is a PEMF device, which stands for pulsed electromagnetic field. It has a simple On/Off button with light indicator. Lasts for 700 hours of use. To treat, loosely wrap or secure with tape.

Specifications:
Frequency: 27.1 MHz
Pulses: 1 kHz at 100 mV/cm
Penetration greater than 1 cm

Pearl Loves It!
Meet Pearl, a 13-year-old Chinese Crested Powderpuff. As she got older, her health started to fail. She couldn’t climb stairs due to painful hocks and had poor stamina.

Her owner decided to try the new PEMF Ring, placing it cross-body on Pearl. With regular treatments over the next six months, her improvement was remarkable. She can now run, climb stairs, and keep up with her sister with plenty of energy to spare.

Primary Benefits:
- No setup, simply affix to animal
- Improves localized circulation
- General pain relief
- Reduces swelling
- Relieves joint pain
- Uses low level PEMF that is focused on a specific spot

PEMF-R (single) $29.95
PEMF-R/4 (4 pack) $114.00

A perfect therapy tool for treating your horse’s croup.
You may be wondering why, as an outspoken zealot against some PEMF products, I carry the PEMF Ring.

**Simple:** It is low powered and very subtle compared to the high powered versions being used on horses and even people.

Using this tiny version of PEMF allows you to put the device right where you need a bit of support for sore areas.

This level of output decreases exposure, which alleviates the concerns for safety factors. Additionally, it is more closely connected to the studies that show low-powered PEMF devices can improve circulation and provide pain relief.

Another bonus is that no one has reported ill effects from the PEMF Ring, which are common when exposed to the high powered devices.

Body workers tell me that with continued applications of the high-powered versions horses’ tissue begins to feel like cottage cheese. The horses cringe and cower in their stalls wishing it would stop.

In a nutshell, low-powered PEMF is able to support well being, whether for your horse, dog or other pet. The high powered versions, on the other hand, seem to numb the horse so they will preform with no concern for the longevity of their health.

Even more worrisome are for the operators using these on a regular basis. With every use, they are exposed to the ill effects of PEMF.

**Consider This:** PEMF is a radiating field. If you or other horses are within 40 feet of a high-powered PEMF device you all could be getting unwanted exposure. This applies whether a horse is wearing a high-powered PEMF blanket or from the large ring models.

As with all our products, the low-level PEMF Ring emits a low dose and is a therapeutic method of helping our animals. It is also a disposable product that is budget-friendly to purchase and easy to apply.

This newly redesigned version is very impressive.
BEST - Biofeedback Electrical Stimulation Technology

The Best-Vet III microcurrent unit is water resistant and has output settings adjusted for the sensitivity of animals. The latest upgrades include redesigned wires and plugs for increased durability.

Using the patented BEST technology, as each signal is applied, the electrical properties of the tissue changes.

The device detects the change and responds, resulting in the very next signal being modified. The BEST veterinary units are FDA registered biofeedback microcurrent devices.

Treatment Variety

BEST veterinary units are used with an accessory electrode. Also, water is required to wet the hair during treatments.

Attach the Best-Vet III to any type of electrode, such as rollers, pads, silver knit gloves, probes, and the E-Comb.

Great for treating horses and pets.

Learn more at TherapyProducts.net

The magic is in the science of it!
Since 2007, we’ve had the Best-Vet and it just keeps getting better.

See All Options Online!
Best-Vet III Dog Kit & all current products.

Comb, Locate, & Treat

Devices are made in the USA & include a 1 year warranty for parts and labor. Matrix Best-Vet III Manual supplies protocols & tips, and Matrix provides on-going support.
Best-Vet III Equine Kit

This new unit has several new features and programs, and all of the same great treatment benefits as the previous BEST veterinary units. The Matrix Best-Vet III has four operating modes, which are Assess Chronic, Low Relax, Medium Stimulation, and Deep Massage. One of the new features is that on the Assess Chronic mode, the Matrix Best-Vet III has initial reaction indicators (GSR).

Comes with the E-Comb, large equipment bag and all the supplies listed below. The kit can also be customized to suit specific needs.

**Best-Vet III Kit includes:**

- Best-Vet III Microcurrent Unit
- (1) Electrode Comb (*E-Comb*)
- (1) 4-pack 2x2-inch Pads (*F-2050*)
- (1) Large Avazzia Kit Bag (*B-AV*)
- (1) Vinyl Clip Tote Bag (*A-501*)
- (2) Avazzia Wires (5041, 5040)
- (1) pair Extension Wires (5011)
- (2) AA Batteries


Includes Training & Continued Support

**BV-III:** $1,395.00

**Why it’s Unique**

- Detects Problems
- Measures Data
- Analyzes Information
- Responds to the body
Pick Your Perfect Unit
The Best-Vet III or the MicroPlus, which is your match?

Our goal is to make it simple to have microcurrent fit into your lifestyle. So we’ve done the homework in narrowing your choices to get the most bang for the buck. Let’s compare our two favorites: The Best-Vet III and the MicroPlus. (See online for others)

The economic version
The MicroPlus is a traditional style unit with some handy features. It is easy to master for beginners, it is durable, and it only has a few controls to set.

The MicroPlus has five popular frequencies for microcurrent therapy and is even switchable for our alternative to joint injection protocols using iontophoresis. It has two channels making it ideal for all body treatment setups.

No worries if this sounds like Greek to you, it’s all covered in our book MicroCurrent for Horses (and MicroCurrent for Dogs) with protocol charts and guidelines (see p. 4).

Consider the MicroPlus as a staple unit to have in your therapy toolkit. It has almost no sensation for most people, which might make you wonder: is it working?

However, once it is treating your horses, you’ll see how they instantly enjoy it. There are a few tricks to remember when using the MicroPlus unit and our exclusive Matrix instruction sheet is included with your purchase.

The latest and greatest
The Best-Vet III is akin to having the latest smart phone of the microcurrent world. With new factory upgrades that have already been implemented we’ve moved to the new Matrix Best-Vet III with updated programs and expanded features.

The Best-Vet III allows you to be more proactive in knowing what is going on with your horse by using a highly efficient device, in terms of time spent and results.

The Best-Vet series are biofeedback devices that interact with the tissues when the electrodes are applied to the body. This causes a constant change of output signals and results in faster tissue response compared to a traditional style unit.

Although not specifically designed as a diagnostic tool, the Best-Vet III is useful to help locate soreness and lameness. This information can be shared with a veterinarian for additional tests.

It has been a remarkable journey learning how well the Best-Vet III has been used for locating problem spots and getting horses on the right
course to recovery.

The ultimate feature of this device is that there is no separation from locating and treating. The primary purpose of each mode is treatment.

Even when searching for a sore spot or injury you are treating your horse!

It is important to note that training is needed to get the best results. No different from expecting your veterinarian to be trained to read ultrasound, not just buy a machine.

With that in mind, when your Best-Vet III is purchased from Matrix (or an authorized representative), training is included and support continues as long as you own the device.

**Which one is for you?**

The right choice to start with will depend on your needs and budget. If budget is the primary concern, then the MicroPlus is the logical starting point. Minor issues, wanting two channels or for medication delivery (see Iontophoresis, p. 32) are all other good reasons. If you have an extra sensitive horse or one that has had bad experiences with therapy equipment, then the MicroPlus can be the perfect way to introduce microcurrent.

Professionals and people with horses with serious injuries are drawn to the Best-Vet III. They like the locating factor and those that have performance horses find it pays for itself quickly.

The Best-Vet III is much more powerful than the MicroPlus at reaching deep layer muscle issues. Additionally, the preset modes with automatic biofeedback provide sophisticated treatment with little fuss.

With either choice, combined with the current developments in units and electrodes, treating with microcurrent and getting fantastic results is easier than ever.

---

**MicroPlus Dog Kit**

Get the tools needed to start treating your dog with microcurrent.

This kit includes:

- MicroPlus microcurrent unit
- 1 Clip Tote Bag (A-501)
- 1 Pack of C-5019 Black Carbon Pads (4 pads)
- 1 Fingertip electrode (E-EF)

**M-Micro-C $142.25**

*Treat your dog to a healing therapy session*
**MicroPlus: Two Channel Micro/Milli Ampere Unit**

Excellent quality and superb features for a miniature unit.

Clip to the surcingle for easy hands-free treatments, see p. 43 for surcingle.

---

**MicroPlus Device Specifications**

The MicroPlus has switchable polarity, five popular frequencies, microamperage, and low level TENS (milliamps). Excellent quality and superb features for a miniature unit.

**MicroPlus Unit Specs**

- **Frequencies** (Pulse Rate):
  - 0.5 - 1.3 - 10 - 80 - 120 Hz
- **Polarity**: Positive, Negative, or Alternating
- **Waveform**: Square
- **Pulse adj**: 1, 2, or 3 second
- **Output Voltage**: 0-2.5 Volts DC
- **Power Source**: 9 Volt Battery
- **ISO 9001 Certified**
- **5 Year Limited Warranty**

**Amplitude Output Chart**

- 1 = 25 µA or 1 mA
- 2 = 100 µA or 2 mA
- 3 = 250 µA or 3 mA
- 4 = 500 µA or 4 mA
- 5 = 1000 µA or 5 mA

Settings enable MicroPlus to also be used for iontophoresis (p. 32)

---

To learn more about the MicroPlus check out the article on p. 12
Pick Your Kit: MicroPlus
Select based on your budget and what treatment options you need.

The Base Package: MicroPlus Budget Kit

This budget-conscious kit is a slimmed-down version that includes the necessities for treating animals.

It provides a great way to get started and you can add tools or accessories as needed.

This kit is the base for all other MicroPlus kits.

Budget Kit Includes:

(1) MicroPlus Unit
(2) Pair Unit Wires (5008)
(2) Pair 6 ft. Extension Wires (5011)
(1) 4-Pack of 2x2” pads (F-2050)
(1) Clip Tote Bag (A-501)
(1) Soft Carry Case
(1) 9 Volt Battery
Exclusive Matrix Instructions
(1) 4-Pack of 3” rounds (F-2030)
(1) 250 ml Gel (Up/Gel)

M-MicroB (kit) $170.00

The Upgrade: MicroPlus Equine Kit

This is our most popular MicroPlus kit, which includes additional pad electrodes and our Matrix Arnica Gel. This effective conductive gel also provides therapeutic benefit.

Includes the items in the Budget kit, with two upgrades.

Equine Kit Upgrades:

- Electrodes: 4-pack of 3” Rounds is upgraded to the Pad Electrodes Variety Pack (p. 31).
- Conductive Gel: upgrade from Up/Gel to Matrix Arnica Gel

M-Micro-E (kit) $209.00

The Add-ons: Recommended Additions

These products are recommended to completely fill out your Micro-Plus Kit. They can be purchased individually or all together with your kit.

- MicroCurrent for Horses Book: $69.95
- Matrix Mini Roller (MR-110): $110
- Surcingle: $14
- 2 Splitters (4019): $19/ea

Total for Add-ons $231.95
Electrodes come in Endless

Electrodes need to match the wires to the unit you are using. Matrix can help, if you’re not sure, just ask!

3 Important Tips for Understanding Electrodes

1. Some electrodes require a return (a second electrode)
2. Some are all-in-one, so they do not need a second electrode
3. Electrodes are wired differently, so make sure it can plug into your device.

How to Choose: What Do You Want to Do?

There are several categories of electrodes, which include:

- Gloves
- Pads: Stick-On Style & Silver Knit
- Probes
- Comb
- Rollers

Each one has a different specialty and purpose.

Gloves: Are you a massage therapist or like to massage your horse? Then gloves are great.

Pads: Versatile and allow hands-free treatments.

Probes: Probes are hands-on tools for treating specific points.

Comb: Enables a grooming-like experience.

Rollers: Body massagers for relieving muscle soreness and tightening legs.

Still have questions? Check out Matrix Online and our books to learn more (p. 4).

24 Top Picks: See What Matrix Offers

On the following pages you’ll see 24 different electrodes. These have all been tested by Matrix, and have received positive feedback from our customers. See the new customer-inspired silver knit product line starting on page 21.
Matrix Rollers

We’ve picked two types of rollers, to give a bit of variety, one is a bit more durable but the other is more budget friendly. Both require a second electrode during treatments and have the following benefits.

Applications for Both Rollers:
- Massage tool
- Maneuvers into hard-to-reach areas
- Excellent for large muscle areas
- Reduces swelling quickly
- Quick all-body treatment
- Relieves muscle spasms
- Strengthens and aligns tendon fibers
- Breaks up scar tissue

Matrix Mini Roller (MR-100)
The first is a stainless steel roller that comes with banana to .08 pin plug adapter (shown) and handle. Handle can be used with all electrode tips. Roller shown on regular E-Handle.

Matrix Hubby Roller (MR-200)
Lovely roller for light use in the barn and perfect for in house treatments. Accepts .08 pin plug.

This roller is nice for horse’s with sensitive legs, however it is not as durable as the stainless steel version.

Probes

The classic Matrix Acupoint Probe has a removable tip and comes with an adapter to fit a .08 pin plug. Great for dogs and horses alike. For more details see p. 19.

Mini Roller shown treating the neck with pad (not shown) attached at the withers.
Probe: E-Pen II
This acupuncture pen is a combined positive/negative electrode. It has a 42” wire that has been adapted to .08 pin jacks (female) and can be used with any red/black .08 pin plug (male) wires. Surface contact area is wider than E-Pen shown on p. 20.

Combined Pos/Neg
The electrodes that go with the Best-Vet devices are combined positive and negative electrodes, meaning they don’t need a return electrode. This includes the Comb, E-Pen, and EV-8 Y Probe, seen on p. 20.

Fingertip Electrode
The fingertip electrode is soft and flexible, designed to treat difficult places on the face.
A combined positive and negative electrode, it accepts two .08 pin plugs from a single channel.

Ear Clips
These black carbon electrodes are comfortable and easy to use, and they accept .08 pin plugs.
Ear clips are a popular treatment called CES (cranial electrotherapy stimulation) to promote sleep and relief from anxiety. Treatment for animals’ anxiety is experimental.

Using the comb electrode.
Matrix Tip & Handle Options
Probe for Microcurrent & Needle-Free Acupuncture

Matrix Acupoint Probe  $87.50
(probe tip on handle with adapter)

INDIVIDUAL ITEMS .... $50.00 ea.

Ball Tip (EB-Tip)
E-Handle (regular)
E-Handle (slim)

Probe Tips come on the Slim E-Handle

Acupoint Probe Tips fit on Mini Roller (MR-100) Handle

Probe Work can be done with two probes or in combination with any type of second electrode.

A Better Way to Do Acupressure
The benefits of microcurrent and acupressure in an easy therapy session.
BEST Device Electrodes

Three unique combined positive and negative electrodes used with the BEST devices. Use without a second electrode.

(Images to right not shown to scale)

E-Pen $150.00

E-Comb $150.00

EV-8 Y-Probe $150.00

The Y-Probe is a great way to treat stifles, no return electrode required.
What Should I Wear Today?

Ari modeling the Matrix Silver Knit electrodes

The soft, luxurious Silver Knit line from Matrix offers washable electrodes that only require water to use. Versatile electrodes that can be used in any combination. (Microcurrent device sold separately).

5 Minute Setups: Examples

- Back Pad for sore backs and ribs
- Hock Wrap for sore hocks
- Leg Wrap for leg issues
- Sleeves on front legs for post-ride maintenance
- Strips on all four coronet bands for an All-Body Treatment
- Large Rectangle all purpose second electrode

Locate the products here: Back Pad (p. 23), Large Rectangle (p. 26), Dual Sleeve (p. 27), Leg Wrap (p. 26), Silver Knit Strip (p. 27). And, not shown, Dual Small Rectangle (p. 28).
Matrix Silver Knit

We wanted an easier way for you to treat your horse. So we developed the Matrix Silver Knit Back Pad.

This saddle pad style electrode is made of silver knit fabric and is adjustable to fit different sizes and wither shapes. The Back Pad has two large silver knit electrodes built in so that the it is the only electrode needed to complete an electrical circuit.

Loving the back pad!!!! The boys are so happy when I bring it out and put it on. They immediately relax and soak it in.

- Jody, owner of Ringo (shown wearing Back Pad)

The microcurrent device fits easily in the pouch with wires attached to the front and back pin plugs.
The Back Pad comes with a durable instruction manual that fits perfectly in the Back Pad’s Velcro pouch. The booklet outlines protocols for 14 treatment variations using the Back Pad.

Pad Dimensions: 54” x 27” with two 32” x 11” electrodes on underside

ES-BP $649.00

Treatment Setup Examples:
Easy, Versatile Treatment Options

The Back Pad comes with an exclusive Matrix Instruction Manual and Treatment Examples booklet.

These setups are two of the variations in the manual. The top shows how to use the Back Pad as a standalone therapy session, with wires connected to the front and back sections of the electrode.

The second chart shows an all-body setup using the Back Pad and four Silver Knit Strips on the Ting Points. This setup is done with a two-channel unit and two splitters.
3 Step Guide to an Effective Microcurrent Session

**Step 1:** Pick a Microcurrent Device

*MicroPlus*
Economy unit.
“Effective & affordable”

*Best-Vet III*
Advanced Biofeedback Device.
“The smartphone of microcurrent units”

**Step 2:** Select your Delivery Method

Choose what electrode you’re going to use. This is based on your goal for the treatment, your time, and your budget. The Matrix Silver Knit line of electrodes provides easy application and versatile treatment setups, which can be combined in endless ways.

Here’s our top pick:

1 Back Pad
#ES-BP
(p. 23)

4 Leg Wraps
#ES-LW
(p. 26)
Step 3: Start Treating & Healing

There are endless possibilities with this electrode combination. They are easy to use individually and together, simply wet the treatment area and the electrode with water then secure in place and attach the wires from the device.

This photo shows the entire setup, with four leg wraps and the Back Pad, ready for an all-body treatment.

Buy the kit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Best-Vet III &amp; 5 Electrodes:</th>
<th>BV3-BPLW</th>
<th>$ 2,600.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MicroPlus &amp; 5 Electrodes:</td>
<td>MP-BPLW</td>
<td>$ 1,342.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The BV3-BPLW package comes with the standard Best-Vet III kit (p. 10), the Back Pad (p. 23), four Leg Wraps (p. 26), and two 3-way splitters (#5036, p. 44).

The MP-BPLW kit comes with the Budget MicroPlus kit (p. 15), the Back Pad (p. 23), four Leg Wraps (p. 26), and two Splitters (#4016, p. 44).

Variation

Want to customize your kit and add even more versatility?

For just $10 switch out one Leg Wrap (ES-LW) for the new Dual Small Rectangle (ES-DSR, p. 28).

The Dual Small Rectangle can be used to treat the legs, as well as anywhere you can secure it! Shown applying it to the horse’s knee.
Silver Knit Products

- Quick Easy Setup  You Don’t Want to Miss
- Effective Treatments

Just like with the Back Pad, we wanted to make it easier to treat our horses’ legs, so we made a collection of silver knit products custom designed to be versatile and durable. Also, the new Large Rectangle was specifically designed based on customer requests for a large coverage area electrode.

1 Leg Wrap

Quilted leg wraps that can be secured with the three Velcro straps. One side is silver knit, the other is fabric for the Velcro to hook to. Design makes it highly adjustable to fit any leg.

Move it up or down: It is as easy as putting on a leg wrap.

*Dimensions: 12” x 16” with 3 Velcro straps*

*Size: Universal*

**ES-LW**  $125.00 ea.

2 Large Rectangle

All-Purpose Quilted Pad Electrode

Specifically designed based on customer requests for a large coverage area electrode. It can be used in combination with any other electrode and secured in a variety of ways.

This electrode allows you to get creative with your treatments. Single electrode, needs a return *(Straps to secure not included, requires second electrode)*.

*Dimensions: 24” x 15”*

**ES-LR**  $150.00 ea.

Quilted fabric side shown (other side is silver knit). Secured with a surcingle to treat a sore back.
3 Dual Sleeve
Great for covering large surface areas on a horse leg, such as a horse’s knee. New dual sleeve is an universal size that can stretch to fit over various sized legs. The positive and negative electrodes connected for easy treatment setup.

*Dimensions: 4” diameter, 10” length*

*Size: Universal*

ES-DU $69.00 ea.

4 Dual Hock Wrap
**Use as Dual or Single Electrode**

Ideal for treating horses with large hocks. Positive and negative electrodes connected for an easy-to-use dual hock wrap. The stretchy silver knit fabric easily slides onto horse’s hock. Shown being used as a dual electrode.

*Dimensions: 5.5” diameter, 10” length*

*Size: Universal*

ES-DHU $79.00 ea.

5-6 2 Sizes of Strips

These Silver Knit Strips are soft, thick, and comfortable as well as flexible to fit around any shape.

Silver knit strips are 2.5” in width and come in 15” or 10” lengths. Both sizes Velcro onto the non-conductive wrap, which is used to secure the strips. Allows for versatile electrode placement.

**Silver Knit Strips**

ES-10 (10-inch) $57.00 ea.

ES-15 (15-inch) $66.00 ea.

**Non-Conductive Wrap**

ES-24W (24-inch) $17.00 ea.

Shown with 15” strips on coronet band for All-Body treatment and two 10” strips for tendons.

All Silver Knit Products are Machine Washable and Provide Years of Use.
You Dream. We Create.  
You asked for it, and here it is:  
The Silver Knit Dual Small Rectangle Electrode.

7 Dual Small Rectangle  
Use as Dual or Single Electrode

This wrap was requested by horse owners who wanted a focused leg wrap and dog owners who didn’t want to deal with a return pad. Dogs with thin hair coats can lay on it or have it wrapped around their midsection.

Quilted rectangle electrode that can be secured with the three detachable Velcro straps. One side is split into two silver knit sections, making it a dual electrode. The other is fabric for the Velcro to hook to. The design combined with the detachable straps makes it highly adjustable to secure in a variety of locations.

This multi-purpose electrode is the same size as the Matrix Silver Knit Leg Wrap.

*Dimensions: 12” x 16” with 3 non-attached Velcro straps.*

*ES-DSR*  
*$150.00$ ea.

Great for your Dogs too

Easily treat back pain and general soreness.

The Dual Small Rectangle electrode is great for treating dogs. Simply wet the pad and the dog’s fur then secure in place with the Velcro straps or ES-24W strap.
Meet the Woman Behind it All:

Bambi Dore

Bambi has been riding since she was 12. At age 15, while in Germany, she studied at three different riding schools over five years. Upon returning to the US she became a Dressage, Eventing and Jumping instructor in Pebble Beach CA.

A serious back injury left her disabled and the search for her recovery began. Her studies included Oriental Medicine, Bodywork and Microcurrent. She began applying these modalities and more to herself and her own horses.

Bambi is a licensed Biofeedback and Certified Cranial Sacral therapist.

Symmetry = Success

Bodywork Course

For optimal performance health and fitness, horses’ bodies need to be balanced and symmetrically aligned.

They must have hips that are even, a spine that is straight, and a neck with a uniform range of motion.

In other words, to reach optimal balance a horse needs to achieve Symmetry throughout its body.

This course is designed to help you assess as well as address your horse’s body and physical Symmetry.

Participants will be introduced to a bodywork system of blended therapies, accomplishing a more holistic and thorough method of achieving the end goal of comfort and Symmetry for the horse.

Over the course of two days, you will learn repeatable steps allowing significant changes in your horse. Then see the difference with newly educated eyes.

Learn More Online
Silver Knit Glove Electrodes

Myofascial release treatments with two silver knit gloves. Great for horses and for dogs. As seen in *MicroCurrent for Horses* and *MicroCurrent for Dogs* (p. 4).

**Versatile, easy to use glove electrodes.**
Soft to the feel, premium silver knit glove passes current, allowing you to use your hands to find and treat problems. Machine washable, air dry. Use two gloves or one glove with another electrode.

**Size:** Universal

| EG-102  | $  59.00 ea. | $  98.00 pr. |

**Matrix Silver Knit MicroPlus Kit**

**Budget Friendly Kit: Treat All-Body with the Back Pad**
This kit enables you to easily setup a wide variety of treatments using the Back Pad and pad electrodes, such as All-Body, Lung Setups, Topline, Croup, and more (protocols shared in Back Pad Instruction Manual).

**Kit Includes:**
- Matrix Silver Knit Back Pad with manual (ES-BP)
- (2) 6 ft. Splitters (4016)
- White Vinyl Tape (TP-W260)
- MicroPlus Budget Kit (see p. 14)

| BP-Micro | $  870.00 |

www.therapyproducts.net - (503) 632-7187
Pad Electrodes  Work with all microcurrent devices

Six Styles of Pads
Pad electrodes provide versatile treatment options and can be secured to any treatment area. They can be rinsed or wiped clean then stored for next time.

Did your pads lose their stickiness?
When the sticky layer comes off the back, make the pad sticky again by applying Tac Gel (p. 42).

Variety Pack (EEP-1M)

Electrode Kit Includes:
(8) 3-inch Rounds (F-2030)
(8) 1.5 x 3.5-inch Rectangles (F-2048)
(8) 2-inch Squares (F-2050)
All 24 electrodes only:  $35.00

All You Need for a Range of Treatments

Individual Packs
Come with four electrodes per pack. AG Silver, Black Carbon, or Snap.

F-2030 (3” x 3”)
F-2048 (1.5” x 3.5”)
F-2050 (2” x 2”)
F-S101 (2” x 2” snap)
C-5019 (1.75” x 1.75”)
C-5020 (1.5” x 3.5”)

© Matrix Therapy Products Corp.
Iontophoresis refers to applying special patches with medications from your vet. The patches are activated by small amounts of electrical current.

Need help phoresing? Matrix offers consults to help you choose the right product and offers hands-on or telephone trainings to cover the entire protocol.

**Why use the Meds & Current Combo?**

1. Iontophoresis can bring back horses suffering from suspensory ligament injuries, ring bone, sore heels, shin splints, puffy ankles (annular ligament syndrome), and more.

2. For horses that have had unsuccessful treatments with other therapies, such as shockwave and stem cell, iontophoresis provides healing support. If used first, it can often heal the injuries on its own.

3. It enhances the benefits of microcurrent by further reducing pain and inflammation, providing more relief than microcurrent alone.

4. Horses get sore from constant injections and the injections don’t always resolve the issue. Phoresing can be used to relieve injection sites or as an effective and noninvasive alternative to regular injections.

**If you can do microcurrent, then you can do this!**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Devices</th>
<th>Self-Powered Patches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Features</strong></td>
<td><strong>Phoresor</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefits</td>
<td>cost-per-use savings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best For</td>
<td>difficult to treat areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. Treatment Length</td>
<td>20-60 min, varies per device and treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Features</td>
<td>1 channel, treatment feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>single use, disposable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery Accuracy</td>
<td>highly precise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>precise delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equine Instructions</td>
<td>included with purchase, exclusively from Matrix</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Injections

Phoresing Patches
The difference: One is a two-sided medication pad (IonStat-80s) and the other is a one-sided medication pad (ActivaPatch).

Phoresing Units
These are used with drug delivery pads (see below).

Phoresor Unit
Professional phoresors are used for precise delivery and exact calculations. They have automatic ramping of current and automatic shut off. (See online for current availability).

MicroPlus Kit
This microcurrent unit can be used to phorese. Add snap wires and drug delivery pads to the standard kit for complete system.

IontoPatch-STAT
(box of 6) $51.00
For max benefit leave on up to 8 hours. Ideal for smaller fetlocks or at check ligament sites. Pad fill is 1 cc on each side. Reference number: IonStat-80s

ActivaPatch
(box of 6) $55.00
Has a 2.5 hour transfer time, 2 cc fill on one side and carbon electrode for return. Great for spot treatments, such as equine hock injection site. Reference number: Act-2

Medication Delivery Pads
Trivarion pads are specialized drug reservoir pads used for iontophoresis. Used with MicroPlus and ActivaDose. Use up to 80 minutes or 3 times.

Includes 12 Kits. Each kit includes one drug reservoir pad and one regular pad electrode.

Tri-3.5 (3.5cc) $85.00 (per kit)

Example: 3.5cc Pad Fill
1.5 cc Dexamethasone (Neg) 4 mg/ml
2.0 cc Sarapin (Pos)
Medications Not Included with Products
Red and infrared lights are absorbed by the skin, tissues, muscles, and bone, as well as working at the cellular level by raising the white blood cell counts. Light therapy improves cell growth, DNA synthesis, and protein synthesis in cells. Great for wounds, pain relief, reducing and preventing scar tissue, and more.

Matrix SL-50 Laser: Class 3R Laser
For People & Animals

Features & Specs:
- Laser Diodes: 8 Red / 4 Infrared
- Size: handheld, cordless
- Power Supply: Rechargeable
- Charge: lasts 3-4 hours
- Warranty: 1 year
- Comes with Matrix Equine Manual
- See online for full details
- SL-50 $389.00
  (see online for latest price)

Why the SL-50?

Light therapy has many similar benefits to microcurrent, and it is definitely faster and better for skin conditions (including wounds) than any of the other therapies.

What makes the Matrix SL-50 stand out from other light devices is its features and that it is as light as a feather.

This class 3R laser allows for selection between red and/or infrared being pulsed or on steady. My favorite is having both red pulsed and infrared pulsed on at the same time. Since infrared is invisible to the eye the LCD screen tells you what mode you have selected.

The SL-50 is an FDA-cleared device for cosmetic applications and we now ship it packaged as such and add the equine instructions. So, if you’re using it to improve facial winklees or a skin issue, be sure to use a damp cloth or alcohol wipe before treating your horse with it. Or is it the other way around?
Healing the Damage
Since the 2007 edition of *MicroCurrent for Horses*, we have shared the treatment protocol from Betty Fetters for treating bleeders with microcurrent. Fetters, a microcurrent therapist based at Louisiana Downs Racetrack, found treating sequentially for three days prior to a race helped decrease bleeding in racehorses. This was verified by a track veterinarian using an endoscope.

In addition to microcurrent over the horses’ lungs, Fetters’ method included treating other parts of the body with microcurrent as needed. She would also sometimes add medicinal herbs and an infrasound treatment on the horse’s belly if ulcers were suspected.

While there is not documented verification, Fetters did receive positive feedback from the track veterinarian. The vet said that when performing necropsies on the horses Fetters had treated that their lungs showed signs of having healed. He reported there were signs that the damage to the alveoli in the capillaries of the lungs had healed.

Why Does It Help?
The reasoning behind microcurrent helping bleeders is that the horse’s immune system gets a significant boost that is sufficient to enable the repair process. The question then becomes, does any microcurrent device work? At this point, our current findings show that certain devices with a wider range of features have seemed more effective than ones with less variation.

Call, email, or visit Matrix online for more information.

---

Use Microcurrent to Help Heal Bleeders
Bleeding is a common complaint for horses in speed events. Microcurrent can be a safe and effective alternative to Lasix®.

---

Matrix Quick Guide: MicroCurrent for Bleeders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>070</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>071</td>
<td>$19.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The latest book from Deborah Powell, this Quick Guide covers the treatment setups for addressing EIPH and other equine respiratory conditions. It includes seven different treatment charts with full descriptions, as well as background information on treating bleeders with microcurrent.
Thermotex Infrared Products:

Benefits & Applications of Heated Blankets

Common Uses
- Muscle inflammation
- Tying up
- Compensatory lameness
- General soreness
- Easy all-body treatment
- Preparation for exercise
- To help improve performance

Infrared heat therapy works as an analgesic and it increases blood flow, increases metabolic activity in the cells, decreases stiffness, decreases pain, and increases flexibility in tendons and ligaments.

Heated blankets can be used after exercise to keep muscles from cooling down too quickly, as well as before exercise to warm up muscles prior to competition. By warming up and loosening muscles before exercise it can help reduce the risk of injury.

Relax and Warm Muscles

“Hey, having a private spa moment here.” - Skippin On Firr (owned by Sandee Foster)
Spa-Like Treatments for your Horse

Features & Specifications (blanket and other products)

- **Heat Source:** Thermotex heat panels
- **Power:** Plug into 110-1120V standard AC current during treatment
- **Settings:** High, Low
- **Blanket:** 12 heat panels
- **Blanket Size:** Measures 78”
- **Warranty:** 1 year (for all products)

**TB-12** $2,100.00
(Blanket)

**T-Neck** $389.00

*Leg Wraps and Hoods available online.*

About Thermotex

The Thermotex products’ infrared panels are made out of carbon impregnated fiberglass and they use long waves of low frequency to generate heat.

Creates deep penetrating heat and does not cause dehydration or skin irritation.

Why Infrared Heat Products?

With many products on the market that trap body heat, is there really a need for one that does deeper heating but requires being plugged into a power outlet? The answer is yes, but only if what you’re already doing is not enough.

Along with treating general soreness, there have been remarkable results reported from using the neck wrap and hood. This treatment combination was able to help clear the lungs of horses that worked in dusty environments, which was claimed to be the reason for improved race times in barrel racing horses.

For horses that have suffered from serious accidents, such as a fall in a trailer, the hood and neck wrap combination has been known to help. Plus, any hard working horse will appreciate the combination of warmth and deep penetration from the infrared (non-visible) light therapy.

Mixing up therapies also helps to cover those unknowns, and the infrared heat blanket merits a place in your therapy toolbox.

*Post-Thermotex:* Use microcurrent on the post-treatment wet spots for added healing benefits.
vibration therapy sessions with ...

Premium Tuning Forks

Release Muscle Tension
Tuning forks are easy to use, relaxing, and feel amazing. Use to deliver pure frequencies to the body.

Matrix’s specialized handles make it comfortable to hold and allow the forks to vibrate longer. Great for body workers to relax the tissue before work starts. Come with Matrix User Instructions.

Warranty: 30 Days.

TF-LW64S $45.00 ea.

Check online for additional lengths

Tuning forks are introduced in the Symmetry=Soundness bodywork course.

Raytek

Surface Thermometer

Use to find heat before you can feel it with your hands. Easily read exact location of concern using this laser pointer. The back light feature and the laser pointer allow for perfect use in dark barn environments.

Features:
- Measures to 525° F without contact
- Built-in Laser Pointer to improve aim
- °F/°C adjustable
- Fixed emissivity (0.95) covers 90% of surface applications
- Narrow field of view
- Complete with 9V battery
- 30 day manufacturer’s warranty

42750 $53.00

Volt-Ohm-Current Meter

This little meter does it all. Test battery voltage and test your wires & electrodes for conductivity. Every electro therapist should have one of these in their kit. Comes ready to use, battery included.

Meter $12.00
Rugged, light-weight cameras that are easy to use and produce high quality images and temperature data.

These non-contact cameras detect infrared energy (heat) and produce a thermal image. The heat sensed can be precisely measured, which allows specific evaluation of the severity of heat-related problems.

Thermographic cameras enable individuals, therapists, farriers, and more to monitor a horse’s physical changes with a quick look.

Cameras Come With:
- Removable Memory Card & USB Cable
- AC Adapter/Charger
- Hand Strap
- Hard Carry Case
- Software for Analysis
- Exclusive: Matrix Equine Instructions

Visit online store to more details and discover what models are currently available.
Monitor Your Horse’s Health

Keep Track of Your Horse’s Improvement

Matrix’s system of products are selected to help you get your horse sound and maintain physical wellbeing. An important part of this program is keeping an eye on your horses for both maintenance and prevention.

Some tools available enable you to monitor your horse beyond the obvious visuals. This is useful as part of maintenance and during the injury recovery stage. When stumped by a lameness, using a tool to monitor your horse can help you direct your veterinarian where to look first, saving time and money.

**Tools to Monitor Only**

**Surface Thermometer:** An entry level option, it takes the surface area temperature of a specific point. This allows the user to confirm problem areas and verify if a treatment is on course.

**Thermographic Camera:** Infrared cameras take readings of specific and broad temperatures, as well as digital infrared images, which can be viewed on the LCD screen and saved as a picture. The detailed information can be saved for documentation and more thorough examination. Some models also capture a digital picture of the horse.

**Tools to Monitor & Treat**

**MCT Patches:** These provide slight analytical information, because when delivering microcurrent if the patch is exhausted in 200 hours or less it means the patch is working hard to heal an injury. If the patch lasts closer to 500 hours or more, it indicates the injury might be improving and it is time to reassess.

**Thermotex Blanket:** After treatments with an infrared blanket, there are often sweat marks on a horse’s body. Users have discovered that these areas correlate to ongoing problems with their horses. To expedite results, treat the post-Thermotex wet areas with infrasound or microcurrent.

**Best-Vet III Device:** This advanced microcurrent unit is unique because the analytical monitoring feature and the treatment occur simultaneously.

Users report that on difficult cases, they use the information from the Best-Vet III treatments to isolate areas for their veterinarian to further investigate and diagnose. Often the Best-Vet III is also used to resolve the issue.

Why Monitor?
- Maintenance
- Prevention
- Improved health
- Save money
stop colic in its tracks with an all-natural ...

Equine GutFlush cannot resolve abnormal cases of colic.
Examples of abnormal cases: parasitic damage, excessive amounts of sand, twisted, ruptured, or infected bowels as well as ulcers, tumors, or enteroliths (stones). Abnormal cases of colic must be cared for by a veterinarian.

FDA: These statements have not been evaluated by the FDA. EGF is not sold for cure, treatment, prevention, or mitigation of equine disease.

Equine GutFlush (EGF) is used to stop common types of colic. At the first sign of colic symptoms, the colic remedy can be given to help relieve the horse’s discomfort and digestive issues.

Just one bottle is used when a horse is showing signs of colic. (See online for more information).

Unsure? Give EGF while waiting for the vet.

Horse Digestive Tract: The organs affected by colic.

EGF-1 $ 70.00

One Bottle = 1 Dose

“The emergency supplement everyone should have on hand - Don’t wait and pay for overnight shipping!”
Matrix Arnica Gel

Therapeutic gel that is perfect for microcurrent treatments.

**Ingredients:** Arnica, Comfrey, Calendula (Marigold), Chamomile, Lavender Oil, Ethanol with Sonigel.

Beneficial for:
- Anti-inflammatory
- Reduces pain & swelling
- Stimulates blood circulation
- Arthritis
- Bruises
- Sore muscles
- Massage

Medicinal herbal gel with no astringents. Has sonigel for conductivity for use with electrical stimulation or can be used as a stand-alone topical gel.

**Warning:** Anti-inflammatory peripheral circulation stimulant, arnica extracts can be highly toxic if taken orally. Never ingest arnica. Only use arnica when it is diluted for topical application. Never apply arnica or preparations to broken skin. Although uncommon, the helenalin in arnica may cause dermatitis in some individuals.

**UltraPhonic Gel**
High viscosity conductivity gel.

- Resists breakdown from body heat.
- Hypo-allergenic & non-staining.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Up/Gel</td>
<td>$7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250 ml bottle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up/Gel-T</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 ml tube</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tac Gel**
Electrically conductive adhesive.

- Apply to electrode pads to make them sticky again.
- Water soluble & non-staining.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TG-50</td>
<td>$6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 gram tube</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TG-10</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 gram tube</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Matrix Elastic Surcingle
Adjustable size to fit all full-sized horses.

Use surcingle to conveniently secure device and keep wires in place.

Matrix Strap-Its

These straps make attaching electrodes to legs fast and easy! They stay very secure and ensure a good electrode seal during treatment sessions. Perfect for keeping wires tidy during treatments. Light-weight and small for storage. For poll treatments, connect two or three Strap-Its.

Strap-Its Kit includes:
(2) 13-inch Straps
(2) 11-inch Straps
(4) 9-inch Straps

Strap It-8 $29.95

Prints and colors may vary.

White Poly Tape
This tape is fantastic!
Vinyl tape that is used for equine and canine application, holds pad electrodes in place during treatment.

TP-W260 $13.00
**Device Wires**

**Splitters**

Pin Splitters split a single .08” Pin Plug into dual .08” Pin Plugs. They come in three lengths: 18 inch, 2 feet, and 6 feet, as well as a 6-ft, 3-pin splitter. Sold individually.

**NEW 3-Pin Splitter.** This takes one wire and splits it into three .08” pin plugs, allowing for three electrodes to be attached to one wire.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5014</td>
<td>18 in.</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4012</td>
<td>2 ft.</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4016</td>
<td>6 ft.</td>
<td>$19.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5036</td>
<td>3-Pins</td>
<td>$28.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Adapters**

**5020 Adapter** - Use with Avazzia BEST devices. Converts a 4-pin connector to 2.5mm phono jack.  
$ 22.00

**5000-Snap** - 6-in Pigtail Pin to Female Snap Connector.  
$ 5.50

**5003-B** - Pin Jack to Banana Plug Adapter.  
$ 3.95

**5003-P** - Banana Jack to Pin Plug Adapter.  
$ 3.95
**Device Wires**

**BEST Devices**

**Avazzia Factory Wires with 4-Pin Connector**

- **5041**: 4-Pin Connector to 2.5mm Phono Plug
  - $16.50
- **5040**: 4-Pin Connector to Dual .08” Pin Plugs
  - $16.50

**Avazzia Factory Wires and Heavy Duty Wires**

- **5025**: 2.5mm to 2.5mm Phono Plug, 42 inch.
  - $15.00
- **5026**: 2.5mm Right Angle Phono to .08” Dual Pin Plugs, 42 inch.
  - $15.00

**Device Replacement Wires & Extension Wires**

- **5008**: Factory replacement wires for MicroPlus, 48 inches.
  - 5008 $14.00 (pair)
- **5011**: Extension Wires: 6-ft long, .08” Pin Jack to .08” Pin Plug. Sold as pair (1 red, 1 black).
  - 5011 $23.00

© Matrix Therapy Products Corp.
Reasons to Think about *Dog Therapy*

A little therapy goes a long way and there are many options to help your dogs, cats, and other pets. Microcurrent is Matrix’s go-to therapy and provides effective healing. Light and infrasound are easy to use for dogs and have no attachment issues.

Our new book, *MicroCurrent for Dogs*, was written to help with the special healthcare needs of your small animals.

There is a growing interest in alternative ways to address animal care. If you have dogs, then at some point they would benefit from you having the knowledge of therapy options. Especially when these therapy options allow you to provide a better service to your pet.

The majority of our small animal veterinarians will be unaware of the benefits of most of what is discussed in this publication but that does not mean it shouldn’t be considered.

You may even be the one to share the use of therapy tools with your vet when looking for an overall health care plan based on their diagnosis. This has been happening for years now in the equine field.

1. Many physical conditions are not fully helped by standard veterinary care.
2. Methods are holistic in nature when using therapy products.
3. Show dogs need support and maintenance to perform their best and to protect their careers.
4. Opportunity to reduce veterinary costs with DIY methods.
5. Reduce reliance on medications.
6. Improve overall health for aging animals.
7. Develop new skills in pet care.
8. Knowledge leads to better health care decisions.

Learn more about helping your dogs from the book *MicroCurrent for Dogs* (p. 4)
Terms & Conditions

Disclaimer:
I understand that Matrix Therapy Products Corp. (MTPC)/TherapyProducts.net has sold me or my company these products solely for the therapeutic benefit of my animals and does not condone, encourage, or solicit the breaking of any law what so ever. I understand that administration of ANY product, no matter how well known or frequently used, carries the possibility of adverse reactive effects. And individual results of any kind cannot be guaranteed. I hold Matrix Therapy Products Corp. / TherapyProducts.net, their agents and employees blameless for my decision to use these therapeutic products. I have read, understand, and am in complete agreement with the assertions made in this disclaimer.

Terms of Sale:
Oregon has NO sales tax. Any applicable sales taxes in your state are your responsibility. Minimum order is $29.95. Matrix has the right to refuse any order. Prices, product offerings, and product availability subject to change. See website(s) for latest product information.

Payment Terms:
All orders require payment in advance. Credit cards accepted: Visa, Master Card, Discover. Online store uses PayPal and offers a Bill Me Later financing program. You may also pay by check. MTPC will not ship COD and has the right to refuse any order.

Return Policy:
You must request Return Merchandise Authorization (RMA) from MTPC prior to the return of any merchandise or product for repair*. All returns must be shipped freight prepaid and properly packaged. Simple buyers remorse purchases will be charged a minimum 10-20% restocking charge.

*See online for repair cost information.

Matrix Therapy Products
23621 S. Upper Highland Rd.
Beavercreek, OR 97004

We Ship: UPS-Fedex-USPS

Same-day shipping if order received by 11 am PST.

Warranty:
All merchandise sold by MTPC comes with manufacturer’s warranty only. Terms of warranty vary by manufacturer.

Shipping:
Shipping fees are set by carriers and added to your total purchase. All shipping and pricing errors must be reported within 10 days of receipt of shipment. All orders shipped FOB Beavercreek, Oregon 97004, unless stated otherwise. Shipping fees are non-refundable. Refused shipments will incur a 20% restocking fee, plus shipping charges.

Damage:
Damages are the responsibility of the carrier once the shipment is released from MTPC. All damage claims must be reported to MTPC within ten business days from receipt of shipment. All claims must be filled by MTPC directly with the freight carrier.
A new book from Deborah Powell
Quick Guide: MicroCurrent for Bleeders

Race horses, barrel racers, and any other sprint performance horses often develop a condition called Exercised-Induced Pulmonary Hemorrhage (EIPH).

This guide clearly shows you how to help heal your horse’s lungs.

Learn the way that works best for you: available as a printed booklet or a digital version.

- 7 Treatment Setups for Bleeders
- Background information on treating bleeders with microcurrent
- Illustrated charts
- Detailed descriptions

Easy 10-minute setup
Great for treating lungs and all-body.

Want to learn more from Matrix?
Subscribe to our email newsletter that includes our new Therapy Corner and keeps you up-to-date on anything new at Matrix.

Check out Matrix Online: TherapyProducts.net/articles.php
Scan the QR code with your smartphone to go directly to the webpage.